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Chapter 1 : My Little Pony: Harmony Quest - Budge Studiosâ€”Mobile Apps For Kids
Quest for Harmony provides a basic understanding of the cultures and spiritual teachings of four Native American
nations--Lenape (Delaware), Ani'-Yun'-wiya (Cherokee), Lakota (Sioux), and Dine (Navajo).

They capture ponies in cocoons and smash a magical stained glass window. They also steal the Elements of
Harmony, shatter them, and scatter them over Equestria. Six ponies are charged with saving the kingdom. To
complete the mission, kids must purchase Rarity, Fluttershy, and Rainbow Dash. For each piece of the
window or Element of Harmony, kids chase a Changeling, clearing obstacles and fighting the Changelings as
they progress. Sometimes they break a cocoon to set a pony free. Each level requires two or more ponies.
Continue reading Show less Is it any good? Kids are given a mind-numbing chase through Equestria, tapping
on a button to run, tapping on other buttons to bypass obstacles, and often flinging rocks and other objects at
enemies. About 25 percent of the way into the experience, kids are no longer able progress through the story
without in-app purchases, making this a demo app masquerading as a free app. Users have few opportunities
to make decisions, no customization, and no way to make the experience their own. Parents may want to
bypass this one for better offerings by the brand. Continue reading Show less Talk to your kids about Families
can talk about violence in games. Why do the ponies throw things at the Changelings? What else could they
do other than use violence? Discuss your rules around in-app purchases. Is it OK to buy more content to
complete the missions? If so, how much is OK to spend? How do you like this app as compared to other apps
you could play? Why, or why not?
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"Quest for Harmony is a painstaking investigation of a system of sexual union that Clifford Geertz called "a hippie dream
or Falwell's nightmare." Shih's careful account of pre Moso society and his detailed comparison of variations on the
Moso visiting system set his book apart from all other ethnographies of Moso kinship.

Friendship is Magic, part 1 and part 2 The Elements of Harmony, from the prologue. The narrator tells that
once upon a time, the sisters Princess Celestia and Princess Luna co-ruled the land of Equestria. The eldest,
Princess Celestia, used her unicorn powers to raise the sun at dawn, while Princess Luna brought out the moon
at night. But over time, Princess Luna grew resentful of their subjects who played in the day but slept
throughout the night. One day, she refused to lower the moon and her bitterness transformed her into
Nightmare Moon. She vowed to shroud Equestria in eternal night. Reluctantly, Princess Celestia used the
magic of the Elements of Harmony to defeat her sister and banish her permanently in the moon. Only then was
Princess Celestia able to restore harmony to Equestria. Twilight discovers that the Elements of Harmony, the
only source of magic that could possibly defeat Nightmare Moon, are located in the ruins of the "ancient castle
of the royal pony sisters" in the Everfree Forest. When they reach the castle ruins, they find five stone orbs
that are supposedly five of the Elements of Harmony. Nightmare Moon confronts Twilight Sparkle and
smashes the orbs. The Elements of Harmony in action. When all seems lost, Twilight realizes that her friends
embody the Elements themselves. Twilight herself represents the element of magic , which only appears when
the other five elements are present. The Elements, wielded by the friends, create a rainbow-colored blast of
magic that vanquishes Nightmare Moon and returns her to her original form of Princess Luna. The ponies find
five Elements of Harmony, which are briefly shown to be six stone orbs. It should be noted that the Elements
of Harmony appear different in the prologue and the scene where the friends use the elements. In the prologue,
the gems are red loyalty , orange honesty , green generosity , blue laughter , pink kindness , and purple magic.
However, when the Elements appear in the flashbacks in Princess Twilight Sparkle - Part 1 , they are
represented by six gems, red loyalty , orange honesty , purple generosity , blue laughter , pink kindness , and a
sixth magenta gem magic in the shape of a six pointed star. Applejack â€” honesty Honesty Applejack
formerly Princess Luna and later Princess Celestia possesses the element of honesty. When a mountain ledge
the friends are standing on crumbles, Twilight clings onto a ledge and is bewildered when Applejack tells her
to let go because she is safe. Twilight trusts her and lets go. Rainbow Dash and Fluttershy catch her mid-fall
and carry her to safety. Fluttershy â€” kindness Kindness Fluttershy originally Princess Celestia possesses the
element of kindness. When the friends encounter an angry manticore , they decide to fight it, but Fluttershy
calmly approaches it. Pinkie Pie â€” laughter For the season one song, see Laughter Song. The friends enter a
dense forest of trees with scary faces, but Pinkie Pie laughs and makes funny faces at the trees, causing the
faces on the trees to vanish in pink smoke with sparkles. She explains that they can conquer their fears just by
laughing at them. Rarity â€” generosity For the season four song, see Generosity song. Generosity Rarity
originally Princess Celestia possesses the element of generosity. The friends cannot cross a river because a sea
serpent , who is upset about his ruined mustache, is agitating the water. Rarity sympathizes with him and cuts
off her own tail to repair his mustache. The grateful sea serpent helps them cross the river. The ponies
encounter a broken rope bridge stretching across a ravine. Rainbow Dash volunteers to fly over and tie the
other end of the bridge, but is confronted by a group of dark ponies who call themselves the Shadowbolts.
They flatter Rainbow Dash and invite her to join them as their captain, as long as she abandons her friends.
She ties the bridge, letting the others cross. Twilight Sparkle â€” magic See also: When her friends come to
her aid in the castle ruins, she realizes that they are her friends, and a "spark" within her activates the Elements
of Harmony. In Magical Mystery Cure , the crown is shaped differently after Twilight becomes a princess.
The element is also redesigned as well; the shines are on the right, not the left, and the large point of the star
faces downward instead of upward. She says that she and her sister are no longer connected to the Elements.
When she retrieves a box from a chamber that she believes only she can open with her magic, the ponies find
that the Elements are missing. Discord hypnotizes the friends into acting contrary to each element they
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represent. The friends defeat Discord at last. When Twilight reads all her old friendship lessons that Princess
Celestia send back, she is convinced that she must harness the power of friendship. She casts a memory spell
on her friends, restoring their former personalities. The friends, united, turn him to stone with the magic of the
Elements and restore Equestria to its normal state. Under the orders of Princess Celestia, the main six free
Discord from his stone prison so they can reform him. Discord schemes to make Fluttershy remove her
Element and never use it against him, which she does willingly as a sign of trust and friendship, ultimately
swaying him. As a final precaution, Celestia decides to leave the Elements with Twilight in Ponyville. The
scrambled Elements of Harmony. To revert these changes, the friends use their talents to help each other out,
thereby remembering their own destinies and regaining their cutie marks. With the marks of our destinies
made one, there is magic without end. After all the cutie marks are fixed, Twilight finishes writing the spell
that caused it. The elements come alive and zap Twilight to a "dream world", where she encounters Princess
Celestia. They return to Ponyville, where Twilight transforms into an Alicorn. Her element, different from the
others, then becomes her crown [2] and she becomes a princess. The star-shaped gem is positioned lower.
Sunset Shimmer steals the crown â€” the element of magic â€” hinting to Twilight that something "happens
when you bring an Element of Harmony into an alternate world". When Sunset attempts to destroy Twilight,
her friends shield her, and the element of magic activates and gives them the power to defeat Sunset Shimmer.
Both are engulfed by a rainbow-colored tornado that returns them to their original forms, and both show
remorse after their transformation. The tree and the elements were discovered during the reign of Discord
thousands of years before the events of the episode, and were the only means the princesses had of defeating
him. According to Celestia, the tree controls and contains all that grows in the Everfree Forest and will
continue to do so even without the elements in it. During the two-parter, it is discovered that the Tree of
Harmony has lost all of its magic. At the climax of Part 2, Twilight and her friends give up the Elements of
Harmony and return them to the tree, recharging its magic and returning the forest to normal. Afterward, the
Tree of Harmony generates a flower containing a locked box. Initially, violet energy is seen spreading from
the central gem of magic and then triggering all the other five elements. Shadow Play - Part 2 In the second
part of the season seven finale, the Mane Six take up the Elements of Harmony again and, together with the
Pillars of Old Equestria , use their power to banish the Pony of Shadows to limbo after he is accidentally
released. It is revealed that each Element of Harmony is a reflection of a similar element represented by each
Pillar:
Chapter 3 : Quest for Harmony: Native American Spiritual Traditions - William A. Young - Google Books
Quest for Harmony has 15 ratings and 3 reviews. Lauren said: This topic is incredibly interesting to me and I will
definitely give this another chance at.

Chapter 4 : Different Bearers: A Quest for Harmony - Fimfiction
Description. Budge Studiosâ„¢ presents My Little Pony: Harmony Quest. This app takes your kid on a magical adventure
to spread the spirit of friendship across Equestria.

Chapter 5 : Adventures with Purpose -- Hong Kong, Macau & Guangdong: Quest for Harmony
dude, you need a spellchecker, and a few grammar lessons, other than that you have me interested, also gave a good
laugh as the protagonist was sucked into the fandom, and, as a result, was late next day.

Chapter 6 : Quest for Harmony: Native American Spiritual Traditions by William A. Young
In a comprehensive account, Quest for Harmony explores this unique practice specifically, and offers thorough
documentation, fine-grained analysis, and an engaging discussion of the people, history, and structure of Moso society.
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In a comprehensive account, Quest for Harmony explores this unique practice specifically, and offers thorough
documentation, fine-grained analysis, and an engaging discussion of the people, history, and structure of Moso society.
Drawing on the author's extensive fieldwork, conducted from to , this is the first ethnography of the Moso.

Chapter 8 : My Little Pony: Harmony Quest App Review
Budge Studiosâ„¢ presents My Little Pony: Harmony Quest. This app takes your kid on a magical adventure to spread
the spirit of friendship across Equestria.

Chapter 9 : â€ŽMy Little Pony: Harmony Quest on the App Store
My Little Pony: Harmony Quest takes players on a thrilling mission to recover the missing mystical jewels that will save
the Tree of Harmony. Along the way, players must help the ponies solve puzzles and win mini-games to defeat the evil
minions.
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